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Responsibility should be in everything, and production practice is no exception. It is necessary to
properly attend classes so that the student teacher will remember in the person, and the new
information in the mind clearly deposited.
This is important for awareness of your own specialty and prosperous writing of the graduation
project. However, this is understood by all students, many brazenly and frankly walk production
practices. They mistakenly believe that university teachers do not recognize, but in fact it is not.
Practice helps students find the future place of work
This is what may endure such irresponsibility:
* A student will not prepare a production practice report and a report, so the final assessment will be
low, and it goes to the test book and can negatively affect the overall performance, questioning the
issue of obtaining scholarships;
* The student will not prepare and will not work correctly a diary of production practice, and the head
of production will not put signatures and wet seal that he visited classes and received new
knowledge;
* The student is urgently called in the dean and undertake to write an explanatory on the topic why
he did not attend production practice in summer. In the absence of a valid reason, he threaten
serious trouble with the pedagogical composition - the new semester begins with problems;
* If a student of senior courses systematically does not attend production practice, then problems
when writing a graduation project is provided, so it is better not to experiment with your bright and
prosperous future, especially since they do not risk;
* The practical part of the graduation project will be accurately not ready, since all the necessary
information is provided by the head of production practices; He also provides sketches for the
introduction of its own innovation in the developed development;
* If you do not attend a production practice, then a positive feedback from the head of the graduation
project is definitely not accustomed, and without him a student will not be allowed to defend
themselves in a timely protection, and the status of a "young specialist" falls under great doubt;
* To such a malicious experience of industrial practice and personal attitudes of teachers, it is not
necessary to dream about positive assessments, but there are additional questions on the

protection of a diploma will definitely be provided.
Student characteristics from practice
The deduction of the student may not shine, but the academic year in the absence of a competently
compiled report, an objective report and a correctly completed production practice diary for a student
of the university begins with the proceedings in the dean and serious problems. So it is not
necessary to independently create yourself difficulties in a scratch.
Conclusion: It remains to add that manufacturing practice is an important stage of the educational
process at the university, which is provided for by the regulatory legal documentation of the
university.

